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- ii A bstract
With an increasing number of post-secondary courses now maintaining a web presence,
students are able to view course material from anywhere and at any time. While students
generally prefer to access and submit material online, they also prefer to print what they
are accessing for study purposes. A growing number of students are also showing
concern for the environment, and are looking for ways to reduce waste. This two-part
quantitative research project examines both student (N=204) and faculty (N=24) attitudes
towards printing materials that are readily available online, prior to the implementation of
a print management system at Holland College.
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Introduction
In business, two issues that are currently demanding attention are cutting costs
and the environment. In education, post-secondary institutions are also faced with these
same issues. Imagine implementing an initiative that would help to both reduce costs and
protect the environment at the same time. The initiative discussed herein is to utilize
existing technology to reduce paper consumption in education to reduce costs as well as
waste.
With an increasing number of post-secondary courses now maintaining a web
presence, students are able to view course material from anywhere and at any time.
While students prefer to access material online, they also prefer to print what they are
accessing. A growing number of students are also showing concern for the environment,
and looking for ways to reduce waste. The concept of utilizing technology to reduce the
amount of printing that occurs is not new, and it has already been implemented in
educational environments. However, these implementations have not come about easily
or without resistance. Factors such as existing policies, student attitudes towards costs,
faculty preferences, as well as the reasons why people seemingly prefer print must be
considered before embarking on this journey.
Currently, Holland College does not impose printing limitations at any of its
campuses across Prince Edward Island. With close to 9,000 full-time, part-time, and
continuing education students, and over 600 staff, the amount of paper consumed
annually is significant. Although students enjoy the freedom to print whatever materials
they choose, there is also a growing number who are concerned about the environmental
impact that excessive printing may cause. One of the initial reasons for undertaking this

-9study was due to requests from students. Many students had commented on the volume
of paper that is utilized in generating hard copies of the required reference material and
assignments, and also on the amount of waste that occurs in the computer labs. Some
students suggested that the college implement restrictions on printing in order to reduce
the amount of waste. Faculty preferences are another consideration, as many prefer to
have student material submitted in hardcopy, even though electronic submission
mechanisms exist.

Research Purpose
The purpose of this research was to measure student and faculty attitudes towards
print in anticipation of changes to the current printing policies in place at Holland
College. The primary purpose was to measure student attitudes towards print in an
attempt to determine whether implementing a pay-for-print system would have an impact
on the volume of printed material that is generated at the college. Given the cost of
implementing a pay-for-print system, and the availability of online resources, namely a
Learning Management System (LMS) that allows for the electronic dispersal and
collection of reference material and assignments, it was important to anticipate the
possible impact of implementing such a pay-for-print system. Although pay-for-print is
not uncommon in institutions of higher learning, changing from a free service, as it
currently stands at Holland College, to a pay for service could possibly be met with some
resistance.
A key issue under consideration is the move to electronic digital resources for
students. One assumption is that many students have been introduced to computers at a
younger age and are, therefore, more accustomed and comfortable with reading from a

- 10 screen as opposed to printed material. In Jqnncpf"EqnngigÓu"Pgy"Uvwfgpv"Uwtxg{"hqt"vjg"
academic school year of 2010-2011, approximately 85% of students surveyed reported
owning a laptop computer. With such a high volume of students owning a laptop
computer, it could be assumed that the need for printing reference material, that is readily
available online, would be decreased. However, the literature suggests that the move to
reduce printing, and the move from print to digital resources, may not be a simple one.

Literature Review
With the introduction of the personal computer, many people believed that we
would move towards a paperless society. In fact, BusinessWeek predicted the paperless
office back in 1975 (Forsythe, 2010), however the opposite has come to be true (Monk,
2000). According to global marketing intelligence firm IDC, it is estimated that 60
trillion pages a year are printed worldwide, and that the average business wastes 88
million sheets (Doyle, 2009). The Natural Resources Defense Council claims that the
typical office generates 350 pounds of wastepaper per employee, per year (NRDC, 2009).
As astounding as this may sound, even more surprising is that 67% of businesses do not
know how much they spend on printing costs each year (Doyle, 2009).
There are several reasons why people gravitate to print, even though electronic
copies are readily available. In the case of students, the concept of habituated learning
from print is a key factor (Martin & Platt, 2001). Through their qualitative research,
Martin and Platt determined that students like to move while studying, a habit afforded by
printed material. They also suggested that students have a need to highlight and annotate
material, and that others like the fact that printed material is tangible (Martin & Platt,
2001). In his 2006 book, Bound for Glory, in referring to digital format, Mark Dery

- 11 stated Ðdgecwug"yg"ecpÓv"ytcr"qwt"jcpfu"ctqwpf"gngevtqpke"vgzv."yg"ecpÓv"ytcr"qwt"jgcfu"
ctqwpf" kvÑ" *Fgt{." 4228, p. 46). Habitual learning is certainly a key consideration in
examining attitudes towards printing.
The difference in typography from print standards to computer screens is also a
consideration (Geske & Bellur, 2008). Geske and Bellur (2008) suggested that people
rtkpv"ngpivj{"ocvgtkcn"htqo"eqorwvgtu"uq"vjcv"vjg{"Ðecp"tgcf"kvÑ"qt"Ðecp"wpfgtuvcpf"kv0Ñ""
In a 2005 study, Geske examined attentional differences using Electroencephalographic
(EEG) across three media: print, cathode ray tube (CRT) screens, and flat-screen
monitors.

He found that participants paid more attention when the material was

presented in print or on flat screens, compared to CRT screens. Geske suggests that the
flicker effect from the CRT leads to differences in attention (Geske & Bellur, 2008).
Other research shows that when students access Web-based academic articles, they
typically take an overview from the screen, print the article, and read the printed copy
(Rho & Gedeon, 2000). The literature also notes that computer monitors display text at
approximately 100 dpi, in contrast to printed material which is usually 300 dpi, making
print the medium of choice (Felici, 2007; Karuppan & Karuppan, 1999). According to
Felici (2007, p. 8+." Ðc" 3246" d{" 98:" fkurnc{" qp" c" 39-inch screen represents only a 10%
gain in resolution over the original 1984 Macintosh.Ñ Given the evolution of computing
technology, this statistic is certainly surprising.
Although resolution has not evolved much, the good news is that humans might
be adapting to electronic displays. In 2007, researchers Eshet-Alkalai and Geri reported
findings that younger readers are better critical readers of digital information, and that
older participants are better critical readers of print information (Eshet-Alkalai & Geri,

- 12 2007). They also determined that there were no significant gender differences in print
and digital critical thinking (Eshet-Alkalai & Geri, 2007).
In addition to being more comfortable with the digital format, the younger
generation also appears to be more environmentally conscious.

In her 2008 article

entitled, Building Green Classrooms, Francesca Di Meglio wrote that business schools
are reporting that their students are demanding and driving environmental change on
campus. At Harvard Business School, 70% of svwfgpvu"kpfkecvgf"vjcv"Ðvjg"gpxktqpogpv"
yknn"dg"korqtvcpv"vq"vjgo"yjgp"vjg{"dgeqog"ocpcigtuÑ"*Fk"Oginkq."422:, p. 10). These
same students are leading the environmental action on campus. This suggests that this
generation will not only support environmentally friendly policies, they are likely to
demand them.
Although there is evidence to suggest that print material is still widely popular,
the findings in the literature suggest that the monetary and environmental costs are
considerable. The literature also notes the habitual use of paper, but that may also be
changing as more and more young people are growing up in a digital environment. Also
worth noting is the current lack of research on user perceptions of print limitations.
Ashmore and Morris (2002) noted that research on user perceptions towards printing fees
is slight. Pennsylvania State University Î Erie, examined student attitudes towards the
practice of implementing printing fees. In the end, they dropped their plan to charge fees
because, in addition to existing technology fees, student response suggested that many
felt that the measure was excessive (Ashmore & Morris, 2002). However, the potential
savings associated with implementing print limitations are difficult to ignore. In 20012002, Arizona State University West, with an enrollment of 6500 students, projected their
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system costs actually decreased to $33,473 (Homer & Isbell, 2004). Although there may
be barriers in terms of student attitudes toward the move to a pay-for-print system, the
move to reduce paper consumption may be supported by concerns for the environment
and younger people having grown up in a digital environment.
As stated in the literature, there is currently a dearth of research examining
student attitudes towards printing and the enforcement of print limitations, and even less
on the attitudes of faculty. In response, a two-phase quantitative study was conducted at
one of Holland CollegeÓu"ecorwugu, with the purpose to collect primary data on student
and faculty attitudes towards the use of printed material in education.
Method and F indings
The research involving attitudes towards printed material was conducted at
Holland ColngigÓu" Vqwtkuo" cpf" Ewnkpct{" Egpvtg" *VEE+." qpg" qh" Jqnncpf" EqnngigÓu"
thirteen campuses province-wide, and second largest behind only its Prince of Wales
Campus. The TCC is home to a diverse set of mostly two-year diploma programs
including Culinary Arts, Pastry Arts, as well as a post-diploma Applied Degree in
Culinary Operations. Other diploma programs found within the TCC include Hotel and
Restaurant Management, Travel and Tourism Management, Marketing and Events
Management, as well as a Golf Course Management Program. In a typical year, the TCC
is home to between 400-500 students (423 students in the academic year 2010-2011).
I chose the TCC primarily because it is my workplace, and as an information
technology instructor at this location, I was aware of the student and faculty populations
cpf" vjgkt" ewttgpv" pggfu0" " Cu" c" ogodgt" qh" Jqnncpf" EqnngigÓu" hcewnv{" cv" vjg" VEE." K" jcf"
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was approved by the Research Ethics Boards of Holland College and the University of
Prince Edward Island. The timing of this approval was a key factor in getting access to
students, as the term was ending, meaning that students were scheduled to complete
course and instructor evaluations of the courses that were ending. Once approval was
granted, a mass e-mail soliciting participation was sent out to the Ðall studentsÑ e-mail
list. According to our admissions office, this list contained all 423 enrolled students.
!"#$% $&'()% '$*(% +% ,'+-&#&+&#.*% +//01+2"% &1% 2133*2&% /0#4+0)% (+&+% 1-% 51&"% $&'(*-&%
+-(%6+2'3&)%+&&#&'(*$%&17+0($% /0#-&*(%4+&*0#+3$8%% !"*%(+&+%7*0*% 2133*2&*(% #-% &71%/"+$*$9%
'$#-:%&71%$*/+0+&*%$'0.*)$9%7#&"%&"*%6#0$&%(*$#:-*(%$/*2#6#2+33)%610%$&'(*-&$%;<//*-(#=%<>%
+-(%&"*%$*21-(%610%6+2'3&)%;<//*-(#=%?>8%%%

Student Survey !
!"*% $&'(*-&% $'0.*)9% +(4#-#$&*0*(% 6#0$&9% 7+$% (*$#:-*(% &1% *=+4#-*% &"*% 2'00*-&%
/0#-&#-:% "+5#&$% 16% $&'(*-&$9% +-(% #-(#0*2&3)9% &"*#0% /1&*-&#+3% +&&#&'(*$% &17+0($% /01/1$*(%
2"+-:*$8%%@'0.*)%/+0&#2#/+-&$%7*0*%$13#2#&*(%&1%.13'-&**0%.#+%1'0%#-&*0-+3%*A4+#3%$)$&*4%#-%
&"*% 6104% 16% +% 4+$$% *A4+#3% &1% +33% $&'(*-&$8% % B-% 4)% 013*% +$% +% 21'0$*% #-$&0'2&109% 6014% +-%
*&"#2+3%.#*7/1#-&9%B%(#(%-1&%(#0*2&3)%+$C%4)%$&'(*-&$%&1%/+0&#2#/+&*8%%<((#&#1-+33)9%21*02#-:%
/+0&#2#/+&#1-% 71'3(% "+.*% /1&*-&#+33)% "+(% +-% #4/+2&% 1-% &"*% .+3#(#&)% 16% &"*% 0*$'3&$9% 7#&"%
$&'(*-&$%6**3#-:%/0*$$'0*%&1%214/3*&*%&"*%$'0.*)% +$%1//1$*(%&1% :*-'#-*3)%+-$7*0#-:%&"*%
,'*$&#1-$8%%%
B-%&"*%6#0$&%/"+$*%16%&"#$%,'+-&#&+&#.*%$&'()9%(+&+%7*0*%:+&"*0*(%6014%$&'(*-&$%.#+%
+-%1-3#-*%$'0.*)8%%D#&"%&"*%$'0.*)9%#&%7+$%*=/*2&*(%&"+&%+//01=#4+&*3)%EFGAHGG%$&'(*-&$%
71'3(%/+0&#2#/+&*9%7#&"%/+0&#2#/+&#1-%5*#-:%*-21'0+:*(9%5'&%-1&%6102*(8%%!"*%.+0#+53*$%#-%

- 15 &"*% $&'(#*$% #-23'(*(9% 5'&% 7*0*% -1&% 3#4#&*(% &1I% +:*% 16% &"*% /+0&#2#/+-&9% 3*.*3% 16%
*-.#01-4*-&+3% 21-2*0-9% 3*.*3% 16% 214610&% 7#&"% &*2"-131:)9% 6+2'3&)% 0*,'#0*4*-&$% +-(%
*=/*2&+&#1-$% ;#-% &*04$% 16% $'54#&&*(% +$$#:-4*-&$>9% +-(% /0*6*0*-2*% &1% 4+C*% +--1&+&*(%
-1&*$8%%
Holland College is ISO 9001 Certified and as part of the certification
requirements it consistently collects student feedback on the quality of its programs and
instructional staff, often by bringing groups of students into the computer labs to solicit
feedback upon the completion of individual courses. When the survey was first presented
via email, uptake was slow, so I requested that students be made aware of the Printing
Survey (Appendix A) when they were brought into the labs to complete their online
course and instructor evaluations (part of an ISO procedure).

Asking students to

participate in a short 2-5 minute survey regarding their printing habits and attitudes, in
addition to the quality surveys, was easily accommodated, given that the Printing at TCC
survey was hosted on the same LMS as the course and instructor survey. It was made
clear that participation was completely voluntary, and that the survey would take
approximately 2-5 minutes to complete. By taking advantage of the fact that the students
were being brought into the labs to complete the course and instructor surveys, I was
fortunate to be able to capture survey data from 204 respondents, representing 48.2% of
the total student population at the TCC.
J-2*% 2133*2&*(9% &"*% $'0.*)% (+&+% 7*0*% *=/10&*(% &1% @K@@% 610% +-+3)$*$% &1% &*$&% &"*%
613317#-:% ")/1&"*$*$9% 7"#2"% "+.*% 5**-% -'45*0*(% &1% 0*63*2&% &"*% $&'()% &1% 7"#2"% &"*)%
5*31-:8%%B-%&"#$%2+$*%E@>%0*6*0$%&1%&"*%6#0$&%")/1&"*$#$%610%&"*%$&'(*-&%;@>%$'0.*)8%
!
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E@>%
%
H@>%
%
M@>%
%
N@>%

L1'-:*0% $&'(*-&$% 7#33% 5*% 410*% 3#C*3)% &1% /0*6*0% 0*+(#-:% 1-% $20**-% &"+-%
13(*0%$&'(*-&$%+$%&"*)%+0*%410*%+22'$&14*(%&1%(1#-:%$18%
@&'(*-&$%7"1%+0*%3*$$%214610&+53*%7#&"%&*2"-131:)%7#33%5*%410*%3#C*3)%&1%
/0*6*0%0*+(#-:%6014%/0#-&8%
@&'(*-&$%7"1%"+.*%+%"#:"%3*.*3%16%21-2*0-%+51'&%&"*%*-.#01-4*-&%7#33%5*%
#-%6+.10%16%0*('2#-:%/0#-&%.13'4*8%
@&'(*-&$%:*-*0+33)%/0*6*0%/0#-&%5*2+'$*%&"*)%3#C*%&1%+--1&+&*%&"*#0%0*+(#-:%
4+&*0#+3$8%

%
1()2+3$&30(!,&4&3)&32)!5!,&-.(/&)!
The largest group of students to complete the survey was the Culinary Arts group,
representing 64.7% of the total surveys completed. The Culinary Arts group represents
approximately 50% of the student population at the TCC, followed by the Travel &
Tourism Management group of students, which represents roughly 25% of the overall
population. Table 1 (on the following page) shows a complete breakdown of the studentparticipants based on their area of study, and clearly indicates a strong representation of
culinary studentuÓ attitudes. Of the students who participated, 52% were in their second
year of study and the remaining 48% were in their first year. Results presented in Table 2
indicate that the majority of participants fell in the age range of 17-21 years of age
(66.7%), which is quite representative of the student population at the TCC. In terms of
gender, females accounted for 56.9% of the completed surveys. The Travel and Tourism
Management program consists largely of females, whereas the Golf Club Management
program is generally male-dominated. In all other listed programs, gender is more evenly
split.
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Program

F requency Percent

Travel & Tourism Management

36

17.6

Pastry Arts

7

3.4

Marketing & Advertising Management

7

3.4

13

6.4

5

2.5

132

64.7

4

2.0

204

100

Hotel & Restaurant Management
Golf Club Management
Culinary Arts
Applied Degree in Culinary Operations
Total
T able 2: Student Participation by Age
Age

F requency

Percent

1

.5

17-21

136

66.7

22-26

42

20.6

27-31

12

5.9

32-40

7

3.4

41+

6

2.9

204

100.0

No answer

Total

63/.3/7)!%*!,&-.(/&!,-+0(#!
O)/1&"*$#$%E@%A%8%-/7(+!)&-.(/&)!93::!;(!<%+(!:3=(:#!&%!$+(*(+!+(4.3/7!%/!)2+((/!
&'4/!%:.(+!)&-.(/&)!4)!&'(#!4+(!<%+(!422-)&%<(.!&%!.%3/7!)%>%
Students were asked directly how they prefer to read material, with the choices
being: 1. On screen, 2. In print, or 3. I have no preference. As shown in Table 3, students
generally preferred to read material in print (59.3%), whereas only 11.3% preferring to
read on screen. The remaining 29.4% indicated no preference.
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Preference

F requency

Percent

121

59.3

I have no preference

60

29.4

On screen

23

11.3

204

100

In print

Total

Looking at the preference numbers by age categories (Table 4), there does not
seem to be support for Hypothesis 1S. SPSS was used to complete a cross tab analysis to
determine if age was indeed a predictor of student preference to read on screen as
opposed to reading in print. The Chi-square test was not statistically significant (p=.866),
thus age was not a predictor of reading media preference in students. Unfortunately, the
number of students in the older age groups precluded a strong test of this hypothesis.
T able 4: Reading Preference by Age G roup as a Percentage
Age

Print Percent Screen Percent

No Pref

Percent

Total Sample

17-21

81

59.6

15

11.0

40

29.4

136

22-26

26

61.9

4

9.5

12

28.6

42

27-31

9

75.0

1

8.3

2

16.7

12

32-40

3

42.9

1

14.3

3

42.9

7

41+

2

33.3

1

16.7

3

50.0

6

Total

203

O)/1&"*$#$%H@%A%,&-.(/&)!9'%!4+(!:())!2%<*%+&4;:(!93&'!&(2'/%:%7#!93::!;(!<%+(!:3=(:#!&%!
$+(*(+!+(4.3/7!*+%<!$+3/&>!

- 19 In an attempt to test the hypothesis that a studentÓu comfort level with computers
was associated with their reading preferences, students were asked to rate their comfort
level with computing technology using a Likert scale with the scale options ranging from
one (Very Comfortable) to five (Very Uncomfortable). Using SPSS to complete a cross
tab analysis between reading preferences and comfort level with computing technology,
as indicated in Table 5, the results appear to show some tendency for student comfort
levels with computing technology to be associated with their reading preferences. For
example, 66% (25/38) of the somewhat comfortable students indicated a preference for
hard-copies versus approximately 58% of those in the comfortable (53/91) and very
comfortable (38/66) groups. In running a Chi-square test, however, the p-value of .922
indicates that the results are not statistically significant, contrary to Hypothesis 2S.
Almost all students claimed to be at least somewhat comfortable with computers. Most
students (~60%) preferred to read from print even if they were comfortable with
computers.

T able 5: Computer Comfort L evels by Reading Preference
Comfort L evel
1
Very Comfortable

Total
66

2

Comfortable

28

53

10

91

3

Somewhat Comfortable

11

25

2

38

4

Uncomfortable

1

2

1

4

5

Very Uncomfortable

1

3

1

5

60

121

23

204

Total

%

No preference In print O n screen
19
38
9

- 20 Interestingly, gender differences in terms of reading preference were statistically
significant based on the Chi-square test (p=.003). Table 6 shows that females were more
likely to prefer reading from print as opposed to from a screen (69%; vs. 47% of males).
Women were much less likely (7%) than men (17%) to prefer reading on screen.
T able 6: Student Reading Preference by Gender
Reading Preference

Total

Gender

No preference

In print

O n screen

Total

Female

28

80

8

116

Male

32

41

15

88

60

121

23

204

As noted, one of the initial reasons for undertaking this study was due to requests
from students at the TCC to implement restrictions on printing in order to reduce the
amount of waste that was being generated in the labs. The labs are used to print a variety
of materials, including notes, assignments, and reference materials. Students were asked
on the survey what types of materials they generally print, and were given a list of
typically printed materials. Students were asked to select which options applied to them
among the following choices: E-mail, information from Holland College, web content for
personal reasons, web content for research, copies of assignments, required readings
found online, PowerPoint slideshows, class notes, and assignments for submission.
Figure 1 depicts the student responses to the questions of what students were generally
printing at the TCC. The percentages in each category represent the percentage of
students who selected each of the options.

For example, 12.3% of those surveyed
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T able 7: A verage Pages Printed per W eek by Students
Pages

Students Percentage

0

9

4.4

1-5

109

53.4

6-10

52

25.5

11-20

25

12.3

21-30

8

3.9

31-40

1

0.5

Total

204

Hypothesis 3S - Students who have a high level of concern about the environment will be

in favor of reducing print volume.
The number and percentage of students who reported considering the
environmental impact of their printing is reported in Table 8, based on a four-point rating
scale (1-Always; 4-Never ). Most students claimed to consider the environmental impact,
with 34.0% choosing Always, and 45.3% choosing Someti mes, compared to smaller
proportions who chose Seldom (13.3%) and Never (7.4%).
T able 8: Student Responses to E nvironmental Impact
C hoice

Responses

Percentage

Always

69

34.0

Sometimes

92

45.3

Seldom

27

13.3

Never

15

7.4

Total

203

- 23 The cost of printing was another consideration that was presented to the students.
Although students do not currently pay for printing at Holland College, I wanted to
determine if they considered the cost to the college.

Students were asked if they

considered the associated costs when printing and were presented with the same Likert
scale as in the previous environmental query (1-Always; 4-Never ). As expected and
indicated in Table 9, students were generally less concerned about the costs than they
were about the environment, with 18.2% reporting that they always considered the
associated costs of printing (compared to 34% always considering the environmental
impact). Interestingly, an equal number of students (18.2%) reported that they never
consider the associated costs.

41.9% of students indicated that they sometimes

considered the costs of printing and the remaining 21.7% of respondents reported that
they seldom consider the costs. These numbers may be attributed to the fact that students
do not currently pay directly for printing, although it could be argued that this cost is prepaid in the form of tuition and fees.
T able 9: Student Considerations of the Associated Costs of Printing
C hoice

Responses Percentage

Always

37

18.2

Sometimes

85

41.9

Seldom

44

21.7

Never

37

18.2

Total

203

In keeping with the theme of associated costs, students were asked about their
attitudes towards duplex (double-sided) printing. Currently, the computer labs at the
TCC are not configured for duplex printing, however, duplexers have been added as a

- 25 reported printing notes for class, so the fact that annotated note taking was the highestranked reason for printing is not surprising. More than 17% of students reported a
preference to read printed materials as their main reason for printing. As far as being
required to print, 42.7% (25.5% and 17.2%) of respondents reported that their main
reason for printing was because they were required to do so.
T able 10: StudentsÓ M ain Reasons for Printing
No. Percentage

Reason
I like to add notes to my printed material

71

34.8

I am required to print my assignments for submission

52

25.5

I prefer reading print over on screen reading

36

17.6

I am required to print material for class sessions

35

17.2

Other

10

4.9

Total

204

F aculty Survey
The second phase of the research involved measuring faculty attitudes towards
printing. The Tourism and Culinary Centre is home to approximately 40 full- and parttime faculty members. It was expected that approximately 20 faculty members would
participate by completing an online faculty survey (see Appendix B), which was designed
for faculty members. Specifically, the survey was intended to examine the following
hypotheses:
"#$%&'()()!*%+!642-:&#!,-+0(#!!
1F)

Younger faculty will be more comfortable with screen reading than older
faculty.

2F)

Faculty who are less comfortable with technology will be more likely to
prefer reading from print.

- 26 3F)

If a pay-for-print system is implemented at Holland College, faculty will
reduce the amount of printing required by students.

1()2+3$&30(!,&4&3)&32)!5!642-:&#!
Participation was solicited via a mass email to all full- and part-time faculty
members of the TCC. The email message gave a brief description of the study, and
contained a hyperlink that directed faculty to an online survey (Appendix B) which was
also hosted on the LMS. In total, 24 faculty members participated representing 60% of
the TCC faculty population. Faculty participation by department, and by age, can be
found in Tables 11 and 12, respectively.
T able 11: Faculty Participation by Department
Department

F requency

Percent

Culinary Arts, Pastry Arts, Applied Degree in Culinary
Operations, Hotel & Restaurant Management

13

54.2

Travel & Tourism Management, Marketing &
Advertising Management, Golf Club Management

11

45.8

Total

24

100.0

T able 12: Faculty Participation by Age
F aculty Age

F requency

Percent

31-40

5

20.8

41-50

12

50.0

51-60

6

25.0

61+

1

4.2

24

100.0

Total

- 27 63/.3/7)!%*!642-:&#!,-+0(#!
Hypothesis 1F Younger faculty will be more comfortable with screen reading than older

faculty.
As with the student survey, faculty were asked directly about their reading
preferences, and were given the following three choices: in print, on screen, or I have no

preference. Surprisingly, as shown in Table 13, the results were much closer for faculty
than for students (see Table 3) in terms of reading preference with only 45.8% preferring
to read in print (compared to 59.3% of students) and 41.7% having no preference
(compared to 29.4% of students). On screen as preferred-choice was relatively small for
faculty (12.5%) as well as for students (11.3%).
T able 13: Reading Preferences of F aculty
Preference

F requency

Percent

In print

11

45.8

I have no preference

10

41.7

3

12.5

24

100.0

On screen
Total

SPSS was used to run a cross tab analysis to determine if age was a predictor of
media preference for reading among faculty. The numbers, although small, and as shown
in Table 14, do appear to suggest that preference to read in print does increase with age.
However, the Chi-square test was not statistically significant (p=.56) with the N of 24.

- 28 T able 14: Faculty Reading Preference by Age, as a Percentage
Reading Preference
Age

Print Percent

Screen

Percent

No Pref

Percent

Total Sample

31-40

2

40.0

0

0.0

3

60.0

5

41-50

5

41.7

3

25.0

4

33.3

12

51-60

3

50.0

0

0.0

3

50.0

6

61 +

1

100.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

1

Total

24

O)/1&"*$#$%HP%A%642-:&#!9'%!4+(!:())!2%<*%+&4;:(!93&'!&(2'/%:%7#!93::!;(!<%+(!:3=(:#!&%!
$+(*(+!+(4.3/7!*+%<!$+3/&>!
In an attempt to show that faculty comfort levels with computing technology were
associated with their reading preferences, faculty were presented with the same question
and scale as the students. Once again, the options ranged from one (Very Comfortable) to
five (Very Uncomfortable). Although it appears that faculty comfort levels with
computing technology are related to their reading preferences (Table 15), the Chi-square
results (p=.36) indicate that the numbers are not statistically significant with a sample
size of 24. It is likely that the sample size is not large enough to detect reading preference
differences as a function of faculty age.

- 29 T able 15: Computer Comfort L evels of F aculty by Reading Preference
Reading Preference
Comfort L evel
Very Comfortable

% within category
Comfortable

% within category
Somewhat Comfortable

% within category
Total

% within category

No preference

In print

O n screen

Total

4

1

1

6

66.7

16.7

16.7

100.0

4

4

1

9

44.4

44.4

11.1

100.0

2

6

1

9

22.2

66.7

11.1

100.0

10

11

3

24

41.7

45.8

12.5

100.0

*Note: No faculty responded Uncomfortable or Very Uncomfortable.
Faculty were also asked whether they considered the environmental impact of
printing when printing themselves or when asking their students to print. The response
options were identical to those in the student survey. The faculty results were very
similar to those of the students, with faculty answering as follows: Always (30.4%),

Sometimes (52.2%), Seldom (13.0%), and Never (4.3%).
In terms of the cost to the college, faculty are not directly monitored on the
amount of printed copies that they generate, but I was curious to see if they still
considered the associated costs. Faculty were presented with the same Likert scale, as
with the environmental query. The results, shown in Table 16, suggest that faculty do in
fact consider the associated costs with the majority answering someti mes (54.2%) or

always (29.2%).

- 30 T able 16: Faculty Consideration of Associated Costs of Printing
C hoice
Always

Responses Percentage
7

29.2

13

54.2

Seldom

4

16.7

Never

0

0.0

Total

24

Sometimes

One way to reduce the overall costs associated with printing is to utilize duplex
(double-sided) printing. Currently, the labs in the TCC are not set up for duplexing, but
will be in the near future. Faculty were asked how likely they would be to accept
assignments that were submitted in duplex, and given the same Likert scale used with
students for their responses. As expected, and as indicated in Figure 3, the majority of
faculty (75%) responded that they would be very likely to accept assignments submitted
in duplex, with no faculty member indicating that they would be opposed.

- 32 Faculty were also asked to choose among several options as to the main reason
why they required their students to print material. As noted in Table 17, being able to
add annotated notes was also the main reason for faculty opting for printed hard copies,
with 50% of faculty choosing this option, and 41.7% reporting that they prefer to read
from print as opposed to from a screen.
T able 17: Faculty Reasons for Asking Students to Print
Reason

Responses Percentage

I prefer reading printed material over on screen reading

10

41.7

I like to add hand-written notes to the printed assignments

12

50.0

I retain printed copies for my records

6

25.0

My students are not required to print assignments

9

37.5

Total

24

Hypothesis 3F - If a pay-for-print system is implemented at Holland College, faculty will

reduce the amount of printing required by students.
Given the availability of an online LMS at Holland College to disperse and collect
course materials, one would assume that the trend will be to move more towards its
adoption. Faculty were asked directly, ÐIf the College were to implement a pay-to-print
system for students, would this have an impact on the amount of material that students
are required to print in your course?Ñ""Hcewnv{"ygtg"asked to respond using a Likert scale
with the following options: 1. - Definitely would, 2. - Probably would, 3. - Probably not,
4.- Definitely not, and 5. - Not applicable. Figure 4 highlights the responses which clearly
indicate that if Holland College were to implement such a system it would indeed impact

- 34 Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine both student and faculty attitudes
towards printing and printed material in anticipatiop"qh"Jqnncpf"EqnngigÓu"oqxg"vqyctfu"
implementing a pay-for-print system in its computer labs college wide. By measuring
these attitudes, the College is better able to predict whether such a move will be
welcomed or met with resistance.

Summary of Study F indings
The research was divided into two studies, with the first examining student
attitudes towards printing, and the second examining faculty attitudes towards printing.
The results of the student survey do suggest that the majority of students do prefer to read
material in print (59.3%) as opposed to from a screen (11.3%). Hypotheses 1S suggested
that this preference could be linked to age, with younger students being more likely to
prefer reading from a screen. The results of the student survey showed no statistically
significant relation between those variables (Chi-square p=.866), but the small number of
older students and significant results from Eshet-Alkalai and Geri (2007) suggest caution
when interpreting that result.
Kp"vgtou"qh"tgcfkpi"rtghgtgpeg"dgkpi"cuuqekcvgf"ykvj"c"rgtuqpÓu"eqohqtv"ngxgn"ykvj"
technology, and as suggested in hypotheses 2S, preference to read from print did increase
slightly as comfort with technology decreased. However, this research also indicated
that, statistically, there was no significant connection between the two. These figures are
potentially relevant to the College, as the assumption could be made that, students from
programs that are more technical in nature, could be more likely to prefer screen reading,
and, therefore, be less likely to oppose printing limitations.

- 35 As noted, one of the initial reasons for undertaking this study was due to students
raising concerns about the amount of unnecessary printing and waste that occurs in the
computer labs at Holland College.

Hypotheses 3S suggested that students who

considered the environmental impact of printing would be less opposed to reducing print
volume. When surveyed, the majority of students reported that they do in fact consider
the environmental impact when printing (78.3%); however, the majority of students
*6705'+"qpn{"ÐuqogvkoguÑ"eqpukfgt"vjku"korcev0""It is also worth noting that, although not
quite statistically significant (p=.055), the level of concern for the environment was
higher among the younger students in the study. This trend is consistent with the study
conducted at Harvard Business School in 2008 (Di Meglio, 2008), where 70% of students
indicated that the environment will be important to them as they become managers.
Future students are likely to not only expect environmentally friendly practices, but most
likely will demand them. Faculty results, in reference to the same question, proved
similar, with 82.6% reporting favorably.

One possible solution to appease this

environmental concern would be to utilize duplex printing in the computer labs at
Holland College. When surveyed, 56.7% of students reported that they would be very
likely to use duplex printing if it was available, and a further 24.6% reported that they
would likely use it. On the faculty side, 75% reported that they would be very likely to
both utilize duplex, and also allow students to submit assignments that were printed
double-sided.
One interesting result that came to light in this study was that female students
generally preferred reading from print (68.9%) compared to males (46.5%). This trend is
worth noting at the College, as there are a number of programs with predominantly

- 36 female student populations. Imposing print limitations in these program areas may be
met with more resistance than those that are generally male dominated. As pointed out in
Eshet-Alkalai and Geri (2007), when it comes to critical thinking, there are no significant
gender differences when it comes to reading information from a screen as opposed to
reading from print. So these numbers suggest that the observed gender difference for
printed material is merely a preference as opposed to a need.
One possible suggestion as to why students generally prefer printed material, as
suggested by Martin and Platt (2001), is that printed material easily allows students to
highlight and to also make annotated notes. My hypothesis also suggested that students
prefer print because they like to take annotated notes (4S). When surveyed, the largest
group of students (34.8%) reported that the ability to take annotated notes was their main
reason for printing material. The second highest reason for printing (25.2%) among
students was that it was required by faculty. When surveyed, 50% of faculty reported
that being able to add annotated notes was the main reason for asking students to print
their assignments, as opposed to submitting them electronically through the LMS.
Aside from having the ability to make annotated notes on student assignments, the
study aimed to uncover other reasons why faculty prefer print over digital copies. In
Hypothesis 1F, I suggested that younger faculty would be more likely to prefer reading
from a screen than older faculty. I had hoped to show that reading from print was
associated with age, and that this tendency would evolve over time as new and
presumably younger faculty were hired. My findings show that age was not a statistically
significant predictor (Chi-square p=.561) of reading preference among faculty, although a
larger sample size may have shown otherwise.

- 37 In addition to looking at student comfort levels with technology, I also examined
faculty comfort levels. Hypothesis 2F suggested that faculty who were less comfortable
with technology would prefer to read from print. However, this hypothesis was also
rejected, as the results did not clearly show a relationship between the two (Chi-square p=
.361). Again, the small sample size and associated limited statistical power preclude
definitive statements on this issue.
Overall, faculty at the TCC appear to be quite comfortable with technology.
Among those surveyed, 87.5% reported as having their courses hosted on the LMS. Of
that number, 76.2% reported that they use the LMS to post reference material and
assignments, and 67% reported that they currently use the LMS to collect assignments
from students. Given that the LMS was only introduced to all staff in recent years, the
level of uptake at the TCC is quite high. Of the reference material that is placed on the
LMS, a large number of faculty make their lecture notes (often in the form of PowerPoint
Presentations) available for students. As shown in Figure 1 Î What Students are Printing

at the TC C , 73% of students reported that they print copies of Power Point handouts for
class, and 75% reported that they print class notes. As noted, the New Student Survey for
the academic year reported that approximately 85% of new students owned or possessed
a portable computer (laptop). If there was a stronger wireless signal at the TCC, much of
this printing could potentially be eliminated. When surveyed, 79.2% of faculty reported
that they would be very likely to allow laptops in their classrooms if wireless were
available, and a further 12.5% suggested that they would be likely to allow laptops (the
remaining 8.3% suggested that they would be unlikely to allow laptops in their
classrooms). With plans for wireless upgrades in the near future, it is likely that many

- 38 students will opt to use their personal laptops in class, and refrain from printing class
notes and lecture materials, especially if they will be required to pay for printing.
Students and faculty were both asked if they considered the associated cost to the
college when printing. As expected, the majority of faculty do consider the associated
costs, with 29.1% reporting that cost is always a consideration (18.2% for students),
54.2% reporting sometimes (41.9% for students), and 16.7% choosing seldom (21.7% for
students).

The remaining 18.2% of students reported that they never consider the

associated cost to the college when printing, whereas no faculty member chose that
option. Under a pay-for-print system, the cost to the college would be transferred to the
students; therefore, it is presumed that more attention would be paid to the associated
costs and an overall reduction in the number of printed copies would occur. When
surveyed, the majority of students (53.4%) reported printing an average of 1-5 pages per
week. In tracking the actual statistics of printer usage in computer labs at the TCC
(Appendix C), students average approximately 7 (6.87) pages per week, which is not a
high number, considering that in a typical office environment an average of 350 pounds
of waste paper per employee is wasted each year (NRDC, 2009).
Regardless of the amount of printing that occurs, there will no doubt be some
resistance from students if the system is implemented. Faculty will most likely feel the
pressure from students to reduce the amount of printing that is required of them. This
research acknowledges this fact and suggests that if Holland College were to implement a
pay-for-print system faculty would take steps to reduce the amount of printing that is
required of students (Hypothesis 3F). Faculty were asked directly if they planned to
change their printing practices if the College implemented a pay-for-print system. The

- 39 results in Figure 4 Î Would F aculty Change Printing Required under a Pay-for-Print

System, indicate that the majority of faculty will change their requirements, which
supports the hypothesis.
One concern that may arise out of this finding is that faculty may revert to
printing materials for their students, which was common before the adoption of the LMS.
With the adoption of the LMS, faculty were able to make their notes and handouts
available online, and required that students print the material themselves prior to classes.
In addition, printing by faculty is not currently monitored, and copying by faculty is not
strictly accounted for. Printing costs will only be reduced if the total number of pages is
reduced or if the costs are passed along to students; having faculty print on behalf of
students would be counterproductive.

Limitations and F uture Research
There are a number of strengths and limitations to this research that must be taken
into consideration when interpreting the results of the studies. The first consideration is
the small sample sizes of both the student and faculty populations that were examined.
Holland College has over 60 full- and part-time programs province-wide, and this
research captured data from only seven of those programs. Future research could examine
the attitudes of the entire college. With slight modification to the surveys, and with the
hosting mechanism (LMS) in place, this study could easily be expanded.
Future research could also include a follow up on this study to see if attitudes
towards print will change over time. Another area to be researched is whether reading
from print versus digital reading has an impact on student performance.

- 40 An interesting potential topic for future research, as I alluded to, is whether the
implementation of a pay-for-print system will have an impact on the amount of printing
and copying that is undertaken by faculty to alleviate the financial burden on students?
Conversely, it will be interesting to see if a pay-for-print system will influence faculty in
their decision to adopt the LMS for the purpose of collecting assignments from students.
Conclusion
In conclusion, my study provides evidence that both students and faculty prefer to
read material on printed hardcopy as opposed to reading from a screen. As noted, one of
the major reasons as to why students and faculty prefer print is that it gives them the
ability to make annotated notes on what they are printing.

Until technologies are

available to allow students and faculty to easily make digital annotated notes, the use of
printed materials is not likely to disappear. My study also provides evidence that students
and faculty are generally concerned about the environment and waste, and are favorable
to reducing paper consumption through the use of the LMS for assignments, and also
favorable towards utilizing double-sided (duplex) printing where printing is deemed
necessary.
While student attitudes towards printing limitations were not directly addressed,
faculty reported that if printing limitations were brought forward it would have an impact
on the amount of printed material that they expect their students to produce. This could
suggest that faculty anticipate that printing limitations would not be met favorably by
students, and that printing requirements would be reduced to alleviate student
expenditures. Utilizing technology to control printing will likely reduce the amount of
printing and waste that occurs, but this research suggests that it will not eliminate it all

- 41 together. With the implementation of printing limitations, students and faculty alike will
be more likely to consider the actual need for printing before choosing to do so, but the
evidence shows that the perceived need is still present.

42
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Printing at T C C
Student Survey
INTRODUC TIO N

A N D PU RP OSE

MY NAME IS RODNEY MOORE AND I AM A GRADUATE STUDENT IN THE MASTERS OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
THIS RESEARCH, WHICH IS PART OF MY SIGNATURE PROJECT, WILL BE LOOKING AT STUDENT
AND FACULTY ATTITUDES TOWARDS IMPOSING PRINT LIMITATIONS AT HOLLAND COLLEGE.
THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY WILL HELP TO MEASURE ATTITUDES TOWARDS PRINTING
LIMITATIONS WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED IN TO PURSUING REDUCTIONS IN WASTE AND
MORE EFFICIENT ALTERNATIVES FOR GENERATING PRINTED MATERIAL.
AND FACULTY OF HOLLAND COLLEGEÓS TOURISM & CULINARY CENTRE
ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY. AS A STUDENT, YOUR PARTICIPATION WILL
REQUIRE YOU TO COMPLETE THIS SHORT ON-LINE SURVEY. THE SURVEY WILL TAKE
APPROXIMATELY 2-5 MINUTES TO COMPLETE. THERE ARE NO KNOWN RISKS TO
PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY. YOUR PARTICIPATION IS COMPLETELY VOLUNTARY AND
YOU MAY WITHDRAW AT ANY TIME, BY SIMPLY NOT CONTINUING TO COMPLETE THE
SURVEY. IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS THAT YOU ARE NOT COMFORTABLE ANSWERING,
YOU MAY SKIP THEM AND CONTINUE WITH OTHER QUESTIONS. YOUR PARTICIPATION WILL
BE ANONYMOUS AND CONFIDENTIAL. THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY WILL BE REPORTED IN
THE FORM OF GROUPED DATA; THAT IS, INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES WILL ONLY BE VIEWABLE
BY THE RESEARCHER, AND WILL NOT BE REPORTED TO ANYONE. THE GROUPED RESULTS
WILL BE CONTAINED IN A SIGNATURE PROJECT, PRESENTED TO A COMMITTEE AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. HOLLAND COLLEGE WILL RECEIVE AN EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY OF THE GROUPED SURVEY RESULTS; HOWEVER, THEY WILL NOT SEE ANY
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES AND THEY WILL NOT BE INFORMED OF WHO PARTICIPATED.

STUDENTS

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR WOULD LIKE THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY
COMMUNICATED
TO
YOU,
PLEASE
CONTACT
ME
DIRECTLY
AT
RMOORE@HOLLANDCOLLEGE.COM.
Survey Q uestions
Student Demographics
1. What is your gender?
̇
̇

Female
Male

- 44 2. What is your age?
̇
̇
̇
̇
̇

17-21
22-26
27-31
32-40
41+

3. In which program are you currently enrolled?
̇ Culinary Arts
̇ Pastry Arts
̇ Hotel & Restaurant Management
̇ Travel & Tourism Management
̇ Marketing & Advertising Management
̇ Golf Club Management
̇ Applied Degree in Culinary Operations
4. In which year of study are you enrolled?
̇
̇

1st year
2nd year

5. How comfortable are you with computing technology?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Very Comfortable
Comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Uncomfortable
Very Uncomfortable

Printing H abits
6. Do you use the printers at Holland College?
1. Yes
2. No
7. Do you print material at locations other than Holland College?
1. Yes
2. No

- 45 8. I prefer to read material
1. On screen
2. In print
3. I have no preference
9. I usually print because...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I prefer reading print over on screen reading
I like to add notes to my printed material
I am required to print material for class sessions
I am required to print my assignments for submission
Other

10. If given the choice, I prefer to submit assignments
1. Electronically (through SAM or e-mail)
2. In printed hardcopy
11. I typically use the printers at Holland College to print (select all that apply):
̇
̇
̇
̇
̇
̇
̇
̇
̇

Class notes
Power Point slide shows
Assignments for submission
Copies of submitted assignments
Class readings located online
Website content for research purposes
Website content for personal purposes
Information from Holland College (tuition, letters, etc...)
Copies of e-mails

12. On a weekly basis, I typically print (on average)...
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

0 pages
1-5 pages
6-10 pages
11-20 pages
21-30 pages
31-40
41+

- 46 13. Have you ever abandoned a print job because it took too long to print?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't know
14. When printing, I consider the environmental impact
1.
2.
3.
4.

Always
Sometimes
Seldom
Never

15. When printing, I consider the associated costs
1.
2.
3.
4.

Always
Sometimes
Seldom
Never

16. If available, how likely would you be to use double-sided (duplex) printing?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Very likely
Likely
Somewhat likely
Not at all likely

17. If Holland College were to offer color printing, would you be willing to pay for that
service?
̇
̇
̇

Yes
No
Maybe
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Printing at T C C
F aculty Survey
INTRODUC TIO N

A N D PU RP OSE

MY NAME

IS RODNEY MOORE AND I AM A GRADUATE STUDENT IN THE MASTERS OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.
THIS RESEARCH, WHICH IS PART OF MY SIGNATURE PROJECT, WILL BE LOOKING AT STUDENT
AND FACULTY ATTITUDES TOWARDS IMPOSING PRINT LIMITATIONS AT HOLLAND COLLEGE.
THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY WILL HELP TO MEASURE ATTITUDES TOWARDS PRINTING
LIMITATIONS WHICH MAY BE CONSIDERED IN TO PURSUING REDUCTIONS IN WASTE AND
MORE EFFICIENT ALTERNATIVES FOR GENERATING PRINTED MATERIAL.

STUDENTS AND FACULTY OF HOLLAND COLLEGEÓS TOURISM & CULINARY CENTRE
ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS STUDY. AS A STUDENT, YOUR PARTICIPATION WILL
REQUIRE YOU TO COMPLETE THIS SHORT ON-LINE SURVEY. THE SURVEY WILL TAKE
APPROXIMATELY 2-5 MINUTES TO COMPLETE. THERE ARE NO KNOWN RISKS TO
PARTICIPATING IN THIS STUDY. YOUR PARTICIPATION IS COMPLETELY VOLUNTARY AND
YOU MAY WITHDRAW AT ANY TIME, BY SIMPLY NOT CONTINUING TO COMPLETE THE
SURVEY. IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS THAT YOU ARE NOT COMFORTABLE ANSWERING,
YOU MAY SKIP THEM AND CONTINUE WITH OTHER QUESTIONS. YOUR PARTICIPATION WILL
BE ANONYMOUS AND CONFIDENTIAL. THE RESULTS OF THIS STUDY WILL BE REPORTED IN
THE FORM OF GROUPED DATA; THAT IS, INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES WILL ONLY BE VIEWABLE
BY THE RESEARCHER, AND WILL NOT BE REPORTED TO ANYONE. THE GROUPED RESULTS
WILL BE CONTAINED IN A SIGNATURE PROJECT, PRESENTED TO A COMMITTEE AT THE
UNIVERSITY OF PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND. HOLLAND COLLEGE WILL RECEIVE AN EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY OF THE GROUPED SURVEY RESULTS; HOWEVER, THEY WILL NOT SEE ANY
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES AND THEY WILL NOT BE INFORMED OF WHO PARTICIPATED.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR WOULD LIKE THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY
COMMUNICATED
TO
YOU,
PLEASE
CONTACT
ME
DIRECTLY
AT
RMOORE@HOLLANDCOLLEGE.COM.
Survey Q uestions
1. How comfortable are you with computing technology?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Very Comfortable
Comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Uncomfortable
Very Uncomfortable

- 48 2. I generally prefer to read material
1. On screen
2. In print
3. I have no preference
3. Do you use SAM to deliver the course(s) that you teach?
̇
̇

Yes
No

4. I use SAM for: (check all that apply)
1.
2.
3.
4.

I do not use SAM
Displaying general course content (syllabus, assignments, video, etc...)
Displaying course content such as required readings
Assignment submissions (dropboxes).

5. The majority of the required reading in my class comes from...
1. Textbooks
2. Content that I post on SAM
3. Other
6. I prefer to receive assignments
1. Electronically (through SAM or e-mail)
2. In printed hardcopy
7. I usually require that students print assignments because...
1.
2.
3.
4.

I prefer reading printed material over on screen reading
I like to add hand-written notes to the printed assignments
I retain printed copies for my records
My students are not required to print assignments

8. For material(s) that are required by my students in class, I generally...
1. Ask the students to print the material in advance and bring it with them
2. Print or photocopy the material myself and bring a copy for each student

- 49 9. On a weekly basis, my students typically print
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

0 pages
1-5 pages
6-10 pages
11-20 pages
21-30 pages
31-40
41+
Don't know

10. The length of the largest assignment in my course is typically
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1-5 pages
6-10 pages
11-14 pages
15-20 pages
21-25 pages
More than 25 pages

11. When printing, or having students print, I consider the environmental impact
1.
2.
3.
4.

Always
Sometimes
Seldom
Never

12. When printing, or having students print, I consider the associated costs
1.
2.
3.
4.

Always
Sometimes
Seldom
Never

13. If available, how likely would you be to use duplex (double-sided) printing?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Very likely
Likely
Somewhat likely
Not at all likely

- 50 14. If available, how likely would you be to accept assignments that are printed duplex
(double-sided)?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Very likely
Likely
Somewhat likely
Not at all likely

15. Do you print e-mail messages?
1. Yes
2. No
16. If the College were to implement a pay-to-print system for students, would this have
an impact on the amount of material that students are required to print in your course?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Definitely would
Probably would
Probably not
Definitely not
Not applicable

17. If color printing were available, would you request that students submit assignments
in color?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Maybe
18. How likely would you be to allow students to use their laptops in your classroom,
provided there was an available wireless signal.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Very likely
Likely
Unlikely
Not at all

Demographics
19. What is your gender?
̇
̇

Female
Male
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20. What is your age?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

20-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61+

21. To which Program Area / Department do you belong?
1. Culinary Arts, Pastry Arts, Applied Degree in Culinary Operations, Hotel &
Restaurant Management
2. Travel & Tourism Management, Marketing & Advertising Management, Golf
Club Management

A ppendix C : A ctual Printing at T C C and Cost Projections
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